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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the framing activities of Scandinavian climate-active non-governmen-

tal organizations (NGOs) during the early phases of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic. Building 

on theories of focusing events, crisis exploitation, and Ulrich Beck’s global risks, we develop 

and apply the concept of inter-risk framing contests to the case. Empirically, we analyse all 

climate- and corona-related tweeting activity of a broad selection of green NGOs in Denmark 

(17 NGOs, 874 tweets), Norway (22 NGOs, 2575 tweets) and Sweden (15 NGOs, 920 

tweets), respectively. Methodologically, we employ quantitative text analysis to map socio-

symbolic constellations of NGO-term relations using principal component analysis (PCA), 

while complementing this via online ethnographic observation to increase interpretative va-

lidity. Overall, the analysis demonstrates similarities and differences in how green NGOs 

have variously responded to the ambiguous challenges and symbolic opportunities of the 
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coronavirus event, in ways resonant with path-dependent dynamics of the three national 

green civil societies.  
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Introduction: researching issue attention to global risks 

Scholars in public policy, agenda setting, and interest group mobilization have long recog-

nized how environmental and industrial disasters may act as focusing events, providing advo-

cacy groups with opportunities to change dominant issue agendas in a policy domain (Birk-

land, 1998). So far, however, the literature on such ‘crisis exploitation’ (Boin et al., 2009) 

and associated symbolic framing contests among stakeholders has tended to focus narrowly 

on the event domain in question (e.g., flood management), to the detriment of exploring 

wider issue attention shifts in the polity writ large. In contemporary societies marked by the 

presence of multiple, overlapping, and differentially ‘eventful’ global risks – from financial 

meltdowns, terrorist attacks, health pandemics and climate-induced fires, floods, or droughts 

– this literature arguably stands in need of being supplemented by a stronger focus on inter-

risk framing contests and their effects (Beck, 2006; 2015).1 

 The coronavirus pandemic of 2020 presents a fruitful opportunity to study such inter-

risk framing contests. The pandemic created a situation in which other global risks – notably 

climate change – were being politically re-envisioned by advocacy groups and others. For ex-

ample, the now well-known “flatten-the-curve” graph, where corona infection numbers were 

compared with and without lockdown measures in relation to hospital capacities, was 
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converted for The Economist magazine into a climate version, where the Earth’s resource ca-

pacity supplanted that of health systems (figure 1). Another widely circulated image depicts 

three tsunamis of increasing size washing over a city, with coronavirus representing the 

smallest one, economic crisis the middle-sized, and climate change the largest (figure 2). The 

emergence of such images speaks to the need for research on how different global risks be-

come tied to (changing) symbolic framings and weighed up against one another.2 

 

Figure 1: “Let’s flatten this curve too” [Source: David J. Hayes, the NYU Energy & Environ-

mental Impact Center] 

 

Figure 2: “You’ve Got to Go Fast” [Source: Graeme MacKay for The Hamilton Spectator]> 
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 In this paper, we commence this research agenda by way of a case study into how 

Scandinavian, climate-active environmental or green non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) engaged in inter-risk framing work and contests during the initial phases of the 2020 

coronavirus pandemic. Specifically, we draw on scraped Twitter data which we contextualize 

and qualify via parallel online ethnographic observations to analyse how a broad selection of 

green NGOs in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, respectively, have reacted to the focusing 

event of the pandemic in attempts to maintain or strengthen public attention to climate change 

and so-called green transition policy agendas.3 Such attempts, we show, presented green 

NGOs with an ambiguous situation, entailing at once symbolic opportunities and new moral-

political challenges: while some NGOs saw the pandemic as an unwelcomed distraction from 

the climate political agenda, for others it represented a window of opportunity to revamp en-

vironmental politics altogether. Moreover, while the three Scandinavian countries all harbour 

long-standing and ambitious green transition policies (Duit, 2016), making them interesting 

settings for this research, we also show and discuss differences in framing efforts across the 

countries. 

 Recent studies into civic and social movement mobilization in sociology, as well as 

wider work on agenda setting and public policy, recognize the growing centrality of social 

media, and of Twitter in particular, to public discourse, including how questions of risk are 

framed (e.g., Fellenor et al., 2018). Specifically, in the Scandinavian context, Twitter has 

been shown to serve routinely and primarily as a widely adopted device for agenda setting ef-

forts among policy elite stakeholders, including politicians, journalists, academics, and di-

verse interest groups (Blach-Ørsten et al., 2017). Given this backdrop, Twitter provides a 

suitable if also partial setting for exploring green NGO inter-risk framing work and contests 

amidst the coronavirus outbreak, with the vast majority of green NGOs in the three countries 

indeed campaigning actively on the platform during the event. 
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 In methodological terms, we join others in studying symbolic frames by deploying 

quantitative text analysis on our Twitter-based digital data. Following Jan Fuhse and col-

leagues (2020), in particular, we distinguish three layers of such analyses: of cultural rela-

tions (term co-occurrence), socio-symbolic constellations (actor-term relations) and social re-

lationships (language-based interaction), respectively. While we have explored aspects of 

each, the present analysis focuses on Scandinavian green NGO spaces as socio-symbolic con-

stellations of how NGOs use keywords and hashtags in similar or different ways. Unlike 

Fuhse and colleagues, we supplement this, as noted, with online ethnographic research on 

Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, focused on text, images, and observations from a smaller 

sample of NGOs. We argue that observational data allows us to ground and qualify the inter-

pretation of quantitative patterns in the Twitter data, together affording an in-depth and dif-

ferentiated view of green NGO framing work during the coronavirus event.  

 

Theoretical framework: inter-risk framing contests 

We develop our framework of inter-risk framing contests in two key steps. First, we show 

that inter-risk framing contests mark out a distinct analytical focus vis-à-vis the existing liter-

ature on focusing events. Second, we discuss Beck’s (2015) own preliminary suggestions as 

to the symbolic dimensions and actual frames that advocacy groups may seek to use in order 

to align, calibrate, or oppose divergent risks vis-à-vis each other. In one sense, focusing on 

interrelated risks is certainly not new. Pescaroli and Alexander (2018) recently reviewed the 

various ways in which risks may be related as compound, interacting, interconnected, or cas-

cading. Drawing on the framing literature, however, we shift the focus from analysing how 

risks are materially related to the work done by social actors in ‘staging’ (Beck 2010) these 

relations as symbolic frames in public. 
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In sociology and social movement studies, symbolic frames and framing processes re-

fer chiefly to the work of Erving Goffman, who defined frames as more-or-less socially 

shared ‘schemata of interpretation’ that help actors locate, identify, and label events, render 

them meaningful, and thereby serve to organize experience and guide action (Benford and 

Snow, 2000; McComas and Shanahan, 1999). The notion likewise informs more specific at-

tempts by scholars of public policy to theorize the importance of disasters or crises as ‘focus-

ing events’ that may shape mobilization and policy change via framing contests. Building on 

pioneering work by Birkland (1998), Arjen Boin and colleagues (2009), in particular, argued 

for attending to framing contests between power-incumbent and challenger groups during cri-

sis events. By ‘crisis exploitation’, they understand the way collective actors strategically use 

crisis-type rhetoric to alter levels of public support for office-holders and crisis-related poli-

cies. In ideal-typical fashion, they argue, we may expect incumbent power-holders to deploy 

a frame of either crisis denial or ‘crisis as threat’, which defuses blame, whereas challenger 

groups are likely to deploy a frame of ‘crisis as opportunity’, focusing blame onto incum-

bents’ mismanagement and attacking the policy status quo. 

 In making this argument, Boin and colleagues (2009.: 85) gesture in the direction of 

Ulrich Beck’s (2006) risk society thesis: whereas disasters in the past may have been ascribed 

via causal stories to ‘acts of God’ or ‘acts of nature’ (Steinberg, 2006), today’s disasters are 

typically seen as ‘manufactured uncertainties’ that evoke conflictual questions of deferred re-

sponsibility. Such questions are central also to our own study, in that the climate activism of 

green NGOs routinely deploy frames meant to blame incumbent power-holders in state and 

industry for their failure to act in a timely, concerted, and sufficient manner (Nyberg et al., 

2020). At the same time, however, it is by no means obvious how framing dynamics of blame 

and responsibility play out under the coronavirus pandemic as a focusing event. 
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Understanding this, we argue, entails moving beyond the extant public policy literature, in 

ways that draw on Beck and others’ work in the sociology of risk.  

 As a first step, Andrew Lakoff’s (2017) research on the politics of contemporary 

health pandemics contains a distinction between two modalities of risk politics that is also 

central to Beck’s work. Pandemic outbreaks, Lakoff shows, tend to activate symbolic con-

tests around immediate responses, management capacity and resilience, and to frame these 

matters partly as responsibilities accruing with incumbent governments prior to the focusing 

event itself. As a modality of risk politics, Lakoff argues (2017: 18), this kind of politics of 

‘(un-)preparedness’ is subtly but importantly different from a politics of ‘precaution through 

prevention’ (see also Anderson 2010), such as this is exerted around questions of climate 

change (Beck 2006: 334). In this latter modality, concerned advocacy coalitions invoke ex-

pert-based and other projections of likely future consequences of business-as-usual develop-

ments to argue and pressure for change in policy directions in the present (Nyberg et al., 

2020). For our study, we take this distinction to imply that for climate-concerned NGOs to 

benefit from the focusing event of the coronavirus pandemic, it would entail concerted sym-

bolic work and framing choices, given how public attention is routed not only to a different 

global risk situation, but also how the underlying risk logics (i.e., preparedness, precaution 

and prevention) may be in tension.  

This is where we build on Beck’s own preliminary suggestions (2006; 2015) to con-

ceptualize what we dub inter-risk framing contests. By this term, we generally understand the 

symbolic opportunities and constraints imposed on advocacy groups in terms of issue atten-

tion expansion and policy change campaigning that stem from the simultaneous presence in 

public-political arenas of multiple – distinctly different and divergently ‘eventful’, yet poten-

tially equally harmful – global risks. During global risk-related focusing events, such as the 

coronavirus crisis, a public space opens up for advocacy coalitions to engage in inter-risk 
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framing contests, by articulating, framing, and weighing the pandemic vis-à-vis adjacent risk 

policy domains having to do with e.g., finance or, indeed, climate change. Beck himself per-

sistently (e.g., 2010: 261) highlighted the importance of ‘media staging’ (or framing, as we 

call it) as a mechanism for struggles over risk definitions, where different risks might be ei-

ther minimized or dramatized by actors. By pointing to inter-risk framing contests, we extend 

this focus further into situations where risks are being weighed up vis-à-vis each other.  

 Attending to inter-risk framing contests implies focusing explicitly on how advocacy 

groups align, calibrate, or oppose divergent risks vis-à-vis each other. Important in this regard 

is Beck’s (2015) argument that global risks are likely to relate to one another along three 

symbolic dimensions, depending on their media staging. First, risks may be framed vis-à-vis 

each other in terms of their existential threats, such as their relative potential to seriously 

harm ‘humanity’ or ‘nature’. Second, risks compete for institutional political resources, in 

terms of gaining issue sponsors among powerholders. Third, risks may be positioned against 

each other in terms of their functional priority, that is, the extent to which they are perceived 

to threaten critical infrastructures. Put differently, a central aspect of inter-risk contest per-

tains to whether advocacy frames establish a hierarchy of value importance between risks; a 

causal-functional relation between risks (i.e. relating risks on a diagnostic level of problems); 

or seek to align risk-related policy action (i.e. relating risks on a prognostic level of solu-

tions). Elements of these options may be mixed in practice. Indeed, this is also the case with 

the Scandinavian green NGOs, yet how they are mixed differs across the three countries.  

 The extent to which these different inter-risk framing strategies play a prominent role 

among NGOs, we suspect, is in turn dependent on established and dominant symbolic reper-

toires within different public spheres. Within climate and environmental politics, in particu-

lar, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden both align and differ in terms of the moral-political 

frames that are deemed acceptable and common in the public sphere (e.g., Gangaas et al., 
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2015; Jamison and Baark, 1999). As we show in our analysis, such path-dependent differ-

ences condition how green NGOs in the three countries prioritize among, and seem capable 

of using, Beck’s inter-risk framing options. 

 

Methodology: socio-symbolic constellations on social media 

The following comparative analysis builds primarily on three Twitter datasets, one for each 

of the Scandinavian countries, each covering all tweeting activity of a broad selection of na-

tionally active green NGOs in the period from January 6 to May 25, 2020. This period was 

chosen in order to compare inter-risk framing activities during the early phase of the pan-

demic, including also how NGOs tweeted about the global pandemic in the immediate run-up 

to its national outbreaks.4 In other words, our aim here is not to study how NGO framing ac-

tivity changed relative to a time before the pandemic, but to attain and compare national 

snapshots of such activity during the important, initial phase of the global focusing event. 

Specifically, following appropriate cleaning (see below), the three datasets consist of 874 

(Denmark), 2575 (Norway) and 920 (Sweden) tweets, respectively.5 We analyse these da-

tasets by drawing on techniques pertaining to quantitative text analysis, more specifically tra-

ditions of semantic network analysis which focus on the co-occurrence of terms as indicators 

of symbolic framing activity in a public-political field. Going beyond this, we draw on Fuhse 

and colleagues (2020) to understand how NGOs in each national public-political field create 

relations among themselves by way of relative symbolic positioning, constituting socio-sym-

bolic constellations of actors and terms. In contrast to many other approaches, socio-symbolic 

constellations do not assume that all actors share symbolic forms; rather, it seeks to capture 

“the common or differential usage by actors” (Fuhse et al., 2020: 2).  
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 In methodological terms, Fuhse et al. (2020) approach socio-symbolic constellations 

as different ways of analysing adjacency matrices (e.g., actors per terms used) via dimension-

ality reduction techniques. Specifically, like them, we perform several principal component 

analyses (PCA), which we account for below. Overall, the key idea is to jointly map actors 

(NGOs) and their symbols (words or hashtags). Actors are placed in proximity to each other 

to the extent they deploy specific words with similar frequencies, while words are placed in 

proximity to each other to the extent they are used with similar frequency by specific actors. 

Through PCA, we inductively identify the main dimensions of variation underlying a field of 

actors (NGOs) and their symbolic attributes (relative frequency of key term usage), represent-

ing this as a two-dimensional geometric space. By implication, these dimensions will be spe-

cific to each set of NGOs and symbols (words or hashtags), and thus also likely different be-

tween the three countries, reflecting how different principles of symbolic variation may be at 

work in how green NGOs communicate. Besides facilitating interpretation and comparison of 

the emerging distribution patterns, i.e., the dimensions, this technique also allows us to treat 

frequently associated (co-occurring) as well as relatively proximate clusters of terms as indic-

ative of more-or-less coherent symbolic frames. 

 We initially demarcated our actor sample, i.e., the green NGOs in each of the three 

countries, based on their engagement in formal hearing processes in the national climate pol-

icy domain. Lists of such participation are publicly available in all the countries, and we clas-

sified them based on the heuristic definition of a ‘green NGO’ as a civic, not-for-profit organ-

ization with a significant share of its organizational attention dedicated to matters of nature, 

environment, or climate issues. Think tanks were generally included, while we excluded busi-

ness associations, scientific institutions, and state agencies. Resultant selections for Norway 

and Sweden were vetted with the help of local, social science climate experts, while our team 

conducted an inter-coder reliability test; although a few boundary cases emerged (notably the 
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Swedish church which we excluded), selection overall proved relatively straightforward. Im-

portantly, it resulted in broad-based inclusion of green NGOs, with different thematic focal 

points, organizational histories, and tactical repertoires. Taken together, our study covers 17 

Danish, 22 Norwegian, and 15 Swedish green NGOs.6 

 We scraped the full population of tweets from the NGO sample during the study pe-

riod through the official Twitter API (application programming interface) and pre-processed 

data in the following way. First, we omit tweets that are not judged to be in the countries’ na-

tive language by at least one of three language detection packages for Python. Second, for 

each tweet, we process the original text as follows: we remove URLs, usernames, and 

hashtags (since we store hashtags separately). We then parse the remaining words by Stan-

ford’s Stanza-package and remove words that are not nouns or verbs7, as well as words that 

are identified as ‘stop-words’ based on the NLTK stop-word-lists for each of the three coun-

tries. The resultant actor-word matrix constitutes our main dataset. 

As an initial step, we adopt Fuhse et al.’s (2020) definition of cultural relations as co-

presence of terms in text, with single tweets serving as our unit. Since, in the end, this proce-

dure proved less crucial for our analysis than anticipated, we report on it and its resultant 

clustering in the online appendix. What we take from it, importantly, is a set of cultural-sym-

bolic clusters showing how terms tend to co-occur in the datasets, as one initial way of opera-

tionalizing how symbolic frames play out across the national fields. We show these cultural 

clusters in our socio-symbolic constellation maps, using colour coding. 

To benefit from the PCA technique, then, we ended up primarily thinking of symbolic 

frames as emerging from the relative distances among NGOs and their term usage, i.e., from 

the joint constellation of social and symbolic relations. To concretely obtain this joint map-

ping, we count how frequently each NGO uses each term (word or hashtag) across their 
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tweets and compute their relative term-use frequencies for non-rare terms.8 We standardize 

the use frequencies of each term to have zero mean and unit variance across the NGOs. In the 

PCA, for each principal dimension, the placement of an NGO is the standardized score, while 

the placement of each term is the corresponding loading.9 We produce two versions of these 

plots. First, in line with Fuhse et al., we plot ‘local’ relations, based on the words most associ-

ated with a given keyword (e.g. ‘corona’ and ‘covid’). These plots show the local constella-

tion of the NGOs in terms of how they use words associated with the keyword. Further, we 

plot ‘global’ relations, where all words that meet our selection criteria are included in terms 

of their relative use by NGOs. Our plots show at most 60 terms, but more terms might be part 

of the PCA.10 

As the plots included in the following analyses show, the two dimensions that account 

for most of the variation in word-frequencies among the NGOs collectively account for 

around 20 percent in most cases. This is rather low, suggesting that there is more to the sym-

bolic differences and similarities between NGOs than our maps portray. From partial inspec-

tions of the remaining dimensions, however, it seems as if some of the same symbolic pat-

terns and groupings emerge, albeit supported by different words. Moreover, an additional 

(and strong) reason for trusting the maps as indicative of underlying socio-symbolic patterns 

and frames is the way their interpretation has been facilitated and backed up throughout, as 

noted, by our online-ethnographic observations. We generated online ethnographic data from 

April to June 2020, intended as a complementary and qualifying method to support the Twit-

ter-based analysis. Online ethnography – or netnography as Kozinets (1998; 2019) calls it – 

is an immersive, iterative, and exploratory form of qualitative, online data collection, done by 

deep-diving into online pages and networks. In this case, netnography was used to follow a 

sample of green NGOs in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden on social media platforms and 

websites.  
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The data collection itself entailed noting down significant observations in a so-called 

immersion journal (Kozinets, 2019: 277ff), an online version of the ethnographer’s field note 

journal. Overall, the netnography served two main purposes vis-à-vis the Twitter scraping. 

First, online observations provided a solid understanding of the wider contexts of advocacy 

work in which our Twitter-based data is set. Second, and more importantly, the netnographic 

findings were used actively to qualify initial renditions and interpretations of the PCA-based 

maps, concretely through iterative workshop sessions with the participation of researchers 

conducting the above-mentioned data collection activities. In this sense, our final maps and 

analyses are substantially informed by the netnography, and indeed would likely have been 

difficult to perform without it. 

The research was carried out in an ethically sensitive and considerate manner.11 First, 

data colletion on Twitter for this study was done at the level of organizations. During the 

netnographic research, data was in some instances collected from posts by individual social 

media accounts, but we only collected data that had been made public by the individuals 

themselves. Second, we left out any non-essential data points (adhering to the principle of 

data minimization under GDPR), meaning data that was not essential to our stated research 

aim. Third, all data was stored on encrypted, GDPR compliant servers at the University of 

Copenhagen. Finally, no data points about individuals have been disclosed in the analysis or 

in the dissemination of the research.  

 

Frames of inter-risk articulation: comparative empirical analysis 

In what follows, the analysis proceeds in two steps for each of the three countries. First, we 

use overall hashtag co-occurrences as an indicator of socio-symbolic constellations among 

the climate-active NGOs, and interpret attendant maps as expressing key axes of discursive 
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variation in the ‘global’ debates. Second, we focus in on how words associated with corona 

co-occur with other terms used by the NGOs, interpreting this more ‘local’ map as directly 

expressing inter-risk framing strategies. Since part of the question pertains to what the rele-

vant axes of discursive variation are in these inter-risk landscapes and how they differ be-

tween countries, we start with the aggregate debates and then interpret the ‘local’ corona 

maps in view of the ‘global’ differences that emerge, in different terms, for each of the coun-

tries.   

 

Denmark: green NGOs working to undo corona as political distraction? 

Starting with the Danish debate, figure 3 shows the relative position of 17 climate-active 

NGOs vis-à-vis the 31 hashtags used by more than one of these NGOs over the period under 

study in a two-dimensional space. Overall, we interpret the first axis as distinguishing ‘main-

stream politics’ towards the west (symbolised by ‘dkpolitics’ [dkpol], a core hashtag for gen-

eral Danish elite politics) from ‘green politics’ towards the east (‘dkenergy’ [dkenergi], 

‘dkgreen’). The second axis, in turn, we interpret as pertaining to a tactical-thematic split 

within green NGO debates, with more activist-style climate- and biodiversity positions to-

wards the south (‘untouched forests’ [urørtskov], climatejustice) and more reformist green 

economy-oriented positions on, e.g., food and agriculture (‘dkfood’, ‘agriculture’ [landbrug]) 

towards the north. Several terms connoting Danish climate politics-as-usual, pre-corona, clus-

ter in the centre (‘climate law’ connotes the 2019 ‘klimalov’; ‘operation climate action’ [op-

erationklimahandling] is an activist campaign also since 2019). 
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Figure 3: The socio-symbolic constellation of Danish NGOs’ hashtag use> 

  

The most noticeable, initial observation in regard to inter-risk articulation is the place-

ment of the two health-authority endorsed covid19 hashtags towards the west of the map, to-

gether with the two key omnibus think-tanks in Denmark, CEPOS (right-oriented) and Cevea 

(left-oriented). This constellation suggests that, relative to these two think-tanks for whom 

climate is but one amongst many active issues, the rest of the landscape of specifically green 

NGOs are less active in co-articulating corona as a concern. Instead, these green NGOs 

spread out according to characteristic and longer-standing issue commitments, with nature- 

and biodiversity-oriented groups towards the south (Forests of the World [Verdens Skove], 

WWF Denmark); climate-oriented groups mostly in the centre (Greenpeace Denmark, The 

Climate Movement [Klimabevægelsen]); and the reformist green think-tank Concito towards 

the north-east. This would initially suggest that, overall, Danish green NGOs have continued 
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their online campaigning in ways relatively unaffected by corona. The pandemic thus seem-

ingly posed mostly a distraction to such longer-standing issue politics.  

In the Danish case, it thus seems at first glance that inter-risk framing contest play out 

as an issue competition, without any explicit attempts to devalue the acuteness and serious-

ness of pandemic risks (related to a preparedness risk logic), nor attempts to establish a 

causal-functional framing between pandemic risks and climate risks at the diagnostic level. 

On the prognostic level, however, there is relation between the two risks, as we unfold below.  

Deeper exploration through netnographic observations, as well as alternative deploy-

ments of data, shows that the hashtag constellation contains at least one important trace of 

concerted NGO attempts to symbolically deploy corona also as an opportunity for green poli-

tics, in the shape of what became known as a ‘green restart’ [grøngenstart]. On the map, this 

hashtag is associated most strongly with Concito, the green think-tank that indeed coined the 

slogan and deployed it widely throughout the period. So, too, did other, more grassroots-style 

youth-green groups, not present in our sample, yet associated according to netnographic ob-

servation for instance with the ‘fridaysforfuture’ campaign. Also, Greenpeace Denmark or-

chestrated its own, related campaign during the same period, under the slogan ‘no to normal’ 

[nej til normal], suggesting the need to redirect societal developments in the wake of corona 

in the direction of an ambitious green transition. The fact that this hashtag is not on the map, 

however, signals that it was never really picked up beyond this one organization. 

 Such patterns, according to which Danish green NGOs would engage in a twin game 

of predominantly continuing their issue politics while also linking up with corona as an op-

portunity to create symbolic momentum, is further nuanced by looking at ‘global’ word (as 

opposed to hashtag) co-occurrences in our data (see appendix). Put briefly, this supplemen-

tary analysis yields a more detailed sense of the nature of campaigns actively undertaken by 
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the NGOs during the period, including not least (toward the south-west) a concerted, multi-

ple-NGO campaign to stop the Danish state’s involvement in oil exploration. From an inter-

risk articulation perspective, it is interesting to note that, while the oil issue predates corona, 

campaign-active NGOs like The Climate Movement now explicitly link it to the question of 

‘economic recovery packages’ [hjælpepakker], a key instrument of welfare state policy dur-

ing corona. In doing so, again, they attempt to put pressure on the government to enact co-

rona recovery measures that spur rather than hinder green transition, in effect seeking to ex-

ploit a window of opportunity that the pandemic made possible. 

 These findings are corroborated, in turn, when looking at the ‘local’ map of how 

words deployed by NGOs co-occur, in a subsample of their tweets, with prevalent corona-re-

lated terms (figure 4). As noted, this approach may be seen to provide a more direct insight 

into the inter-risk co-articulations explicitly undertaken by NGOs. Here, we interpret the first 

axis as distinguishing more activist-critical (west) from more reformist-mainstream (east) po-

sitions (‘climate crisis’ [klimakrise] versus ‘transition’ [omstilling]), whereas the second axis 

distinguishes climate- and environment-related positions (south) from more generic (north) 

corona-political positions (‘climate necessity’ [klimafordring] versus ‘cost’ [omkostning]). 

NGO positions broadly follow similar lines as in figure 3. 
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Figure 4: The ‘local’ socio-symbolic constellation of Danish NGOs’ corona-related word use 

 

 On this map as well, one finds traces of the campaign to stop Danish oil extraction 

and its inter-articulation with the politics of economic corona recovery packages from the 

state (south-west). One also finds (to the south-east) the more reformist attempts to articulate 

corona alongside the possibility for a green recovery, a position to which the state-authorized 

expert Climate Council [Klimarådet] contributes, along with Concito and others. The word 

‘climate’ [klima] in its co-articulation with corona is seemingly shared among these two ad-

vocacy coalitions. Opposite from this (in the north-west), we find no nature-, environment- or 

climate-related articulations, with conversation seemingly focused on ‘saving’ [redde] and 

‘helping’ [hjælpe] during corona. It is noticeable that WWF Denmark is placed closest to this 

cluster, since this signals the relative absence, as compared to the other Scandinavian coun-

tries, of attempts to link corona to a wider sense of nature- or biodiversity crisis (see below). 
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Instead, Danish NGO risk inter-articulations stay close to the agendas of dominant main-

stream politics, either in the vein of reformist agenda-pushing (‘green restart’) or in the shape 

of activist green critique (to stop state oil extraction).  

To sum up, the Danish case shows no attempts by NGOs to establish a functional-

causal link between the corona issue and the green transition issue. Yet on the prognostic 

level, Danish NGOs do seek to align risk-related policy action across the two issues, in part 

by trying to exploit the window of opportunity created by the economic recovery packages 

that allows for public attention to be rerouted towards the green transition. 

 

Norway: corona in-between existential nature threat and outdoor opportunity? 

Turning to Norway, figure 5 shows the ‘global’ hashtag-NGO socio-symbolic constellation, 

which looks notably different from the corresponding Danish map. We interpret the first axis 

as distinguishing primarily climate-oriented NGOs and positions towards the west (e.g. ‘cli-

mate lawsuit’ [klimasøksmål]) from primarily biodiversity-oriented positions towards the east 

(e.g. ‘nature diversity’ [naturmangfolk]), as seemingly co-equal poles of green NGO issue at-

tention politics. The second axis distinguishes radical activist-style positions to the south 

from more technical-reformist positions to the north (e.g. ‘environmental crime’ [miljøkrimi-

nalitet]] versus ‘green shipping’ [grønnskipsfart]). Notably then, although the sampling pro-

cedure is the same as for the corresponding Danish map, the resultant Norwegian space is one 

exclusively composed from variations among green profiles, frames, and issue commitments. 
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Figure 5: The socio-symbolic constellation of Norwegian NGOs’ hashtag use 

 

 Further, when it comes to risk inter-articulation, one finds in the south-east corner a 

range of generic corona hashtags (‘corona crisis’ [koronakrisen], ‘corona virus’ [korona-

viruset]), suggesting a distinct style of co-articulation at work vis-à-vis terms denoting biodi-

versity crisis. Two NGOs, Rainforest Foundation [Regnskogsfondet] and Red Cross Norway 

[Røde Kors Norge], seem active in this co-articulation. Netnographic observations support 

this pattern, to the effect that these organizations are active in promoting a view of the corona 

virus as arising from and signalling a wider and indeed existential crisis of natural destruction 

on a global scale. It is noteworthy in this respect that the Red Cross, in particular, also links 

this issue articulation to ‘climate’ [klima] in a general sense, suggestive again of the global 

scope of its symbolic frame. This is different, then, from the more localized, Norwegian 

struggles around Arctic oil extraction found in the south-west corner (e.g., the ‘ice edge zone’ 
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[iskantzonen]) or the more reformist-technical issues found towards the north of the map. 

Covid-19-related terms are found in neither of these latter clusters, suggesting that the exis-

tential link to global nature destruction is among the stronger inter-risk frames in Norway. 

 However, as was the case for Denmark, deeper exploration of data reveals a number 

of supplementary ways in which Norwegian green NGOs attempt to turn the corona situation 

into an issue articulation opportunity. Towards the centre of the map, notably, one finds refer-

ence to the ‘EU green deal’ [eugreendeal], articulating a green economic recovery from co-

rona at the European level, as well as reference to the Norwegian state’s ‘crisis packages’ 

[krisepakke]. Netnographic observations confirm that the latter term denotes a symbolic 

frame that corresponds closely to what in Denmark was termed a ‘green recovery’, although 

articulated in the Norwegian setting by actors with a slightly different issue priority. Hence, 

unlike in Denmark where the slogan is carried by climate NGOs, Friends of the Earth Nor-

way [Norges Naturvern], WWF Norway, and Sabima all put equal emphasis on nature pro-

tection alongside carbon reduction in their lobbying toward the Norwegian state. This again 

suggests the stronger symbolic valance of nature and biodiversity concerns in Norwegian 

green politics, relative to Denmark. 

 This interpretation is further supported and nuanced by looking at the ‘global’ word 

usage-NGO map (in appendix). Here, not unlike the Danish case, the longstanding anti-Arctic 

oil extraction campaign stands out (to the east), as distinguished from more generic corona 

policy conversations (to the west) and emphases on corona in relation to ‘human rights’ 

[menneskerettighet] (to the south). Most notably, however, one also finds (to the north) traces 

of a campaign oriented to practical calls for using nature as a site of ‘fresh air’ [luft] and ‘dis-

tance’ [avstand], including the particular landscape of ‘cottages’ [hytte] in the ‘mountains’ 

[fjell] familiar to many (middle-class, urban) Norwegians. While netnographic observations 

suggest that similar calls are found among nature conservation and outdoor enthusiast groups 
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in the two other countries, the fact that such a concerted campaign stands out in the Norwe-

gian setting again suggests that corona is interpreted more strongly as an opportunity for na-

ture and outdoor engagement. Indeed, such practices also became part of Norwegian corona 

policy, as authorities would at times restrict the use of mountain cottages according to munic-

ipal borders, causing some controversy. 

 Finally, the ‘local’ map of corona-related terms as used by Norwegian green NGOs 

(figure 6) point to some of the same framing tactics and discursive variations. The first axis 

thus distinguishes a set of distinctly practical, outdoor living- and first aid-related positions 

(east) from more abstract and generic corona policy conversations (west) (‘mountain rules’ 

[fjellvettregel] and ‘medical hotline’ [legevakt] versus ‘growth’ [vekst] and ‘crisis package’ 

[krisepakke]). The second axis distinguishes climate-related concerns and issue frames 

(south) from corona policy terms more related to social welfare (north) (‘climate goal’ 

[klimamål] and ‘Paris Accord’ [parisavtalen] versus ‘job’ [job] og ‘school’ [skole]). Discus-

sions on the possible greening of the state’s corona crisis packages are thus found towards the 

centre-west, seemingly shared by a range of the green NGOs, whereas concern for practical 

outdoor living is driven mainly by the Association for Outdoor Organisations [Norsk 

Friluftsliv] and Red Cross Norway. This latter organization thus turns out to span widely in 

its framing work, from the practicalities of local assistance work (figure 6) to the global exis-

tential nature threat (figure 5). 
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Figure 6: The ‘local’ socio-symbolic constellation of Norwegian NGOs’ corona-related word 

use 

  

Overall, this ‘local’ map of inter-risk corona articulations is interesting as much for 

what it does not contain as for what it actually shows. Most importantly, the absence of terms 

connoting the anti-Arctic oil extraction campaign confirms that for the NGOs most active on 

this front (Greenpeace Norway, Young Friends of the Earth Norway [Natur og Ungdom]), 

corona works at most as a distraction from issue commitments and tactics predating the pan-

demic. Similarly, the absence of specifically nature- or biodiversity-related terms suggest 

that, while this linkage is indeed made via hashtag campaigning by some NGOs (figure 5), 

this former tactic occupies a slightly different discursive space from overall NGO-driven co-

rona articulations. Conversely, the presence of ‘crisis measures’ [krisetiltak] and ‘crisis 
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packages’ [krisepakke] in centrally clustered places on this map suggests the relative im-

portance accorded to this state lobbying tactic among a broad set of Norwegian green NGOs.  

To sum up, in Norway by contrast to Denmark, at least some NGOs do establish a 

causal-functional relation between the pandemic and environmental risks broadly construed, 

whereby the exploitation of nature and the Earth’s resources causes both pandemics and 

erodes biodiversity. Hence, inter-risk framing contests by NGOs in Norway operates both on 

a diagnostic and a prognostic level, with climate and biodiversity issues more equal than in 

Denmark.  

 

Sweden: corona as local-global environmental or development crisis? 

Finally, as we turn to explore and analyse the Swedish space of green NGO framing tactics, 

we interpret the first axis of figure 7 as differentiating a range of environment-related posi-

tions (east) from a range of global development-related positions (west) (‘climateemergency’ 

and ‘forest’ [skov] versus ‘development policy’ [utvpol] and ‘aid’ [bistånd]). In turn, the sec-

ond axis distinguishes more local-sectoral positions (‘plastic’ [plast], ‘food waste’ 

[matsvinn]) to the north from more global-systemic positions to the south (‘agenda2030’, ‘bi-

ological diversity’ [biologiskmångfald]). Unlike the discursive spaces found in Denmark and 

Norway, then, the Swedish space of climate-active NGOs consists to a significant degree in 

development-oriented groups who link themselves (in the south-west corner) to the United 

Nations-borne agenda of ‘global development goals’ [globalemålen]. 
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Figure 7: The socio-symbolic constellation of Swedish NGOs’ hashtag use 

 

 In terms of risk frames, another specificity of the Swedish NGO scene is the way in 

which, judging from the multiple corona- and covid-19-related hashtags, almost all of the 

NGOs pursue such inter-articulations, yet in distinct ways. Hence, towards the south-east cor-

ner, WWF Sweden, Greenpeace Sweden, and the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

[Naturskyddsforëningen] all link their environmental issue agendas, to do with climate and 

biodiversity respectively, to the corona situation. Notably, judging from the co-presence of 

markers like ‘amazonas’ and the ‘Preemraff refinery’ [preemraff], a contested oil refinery lo-

cated in South-West Sweden, in Lysekil [lysekil], these groups all deploy local and global 

(e.g., ‘cop26’) environmental frames in equal measure to this effect. Similarly, yet with a dif-

ferent issue priority, more development-oriented NGOs like ForumCiv [former ForumSyd] 

and Global Challenge [Global Utmaning] seemingly link this global agenda back to questions 
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of state development aid in light of the ‘corona crisis’ [coronakrisen]. Towards the north, the 

Ax Foundation stands out as a not-for-profit foundation working to forge a ‘circular econ-

omy’ [cirkulärekonomi], a priority which it links to ‘sustainability’ [hållbarhet] and to the 

pandemic [covid].  

Delving deeper into the map, it is worth noting that covid19 is the hashtag most fre-

quently used by the Swedish health authorities, thus indicating some measure of NGOs’ rela-

tive closeness or distance to official, and domestically contested, corona policies. Conversely, 

it is interesting to note that what stands out most clearly in terms of environmental articula-

tions is indeed the activist alliance and campaign to stop the oil refining industry, coordinated 

by Greenpeace and other groups under the slogan to ‘choose Paris [Accord] over Preem’. 

This is true despite the way the same set of NGOs, like in Denmark and Norway, have simul-

taneously attempted to lobby their government to make economic stimulus packages green, 

as indicated indirectly by the EU green deal hashtag. However, netnographic observations 

show that this latter hashtag pertains mostly to on-going, pre-corona concerns with Swedish 

forest policies, their detrimental effects on biodiversity, and how this might change with a 

European-level green deal. In short, as compared to Norway, the corona-nature link is pre-

sented here less in terms of existential threats, with less emphasis on the destructive sources 

of the virus; while compared to Denmark, the link is less narrowly related to official climate 

politics, enjoying a broader frame encompassing both climate and biodiversity concerns. 

 This interpretation gains another important layer from the ‘global’ word-NGO map 

(in appendix). Put briefly, the eastern part of this map broadly confirms the hashtag-based 

analysis, to the effect of distinguishing environmental from development-focused NGOs and 

issue priorities. What is noteworthy, in turn, pertains to the western part, which links terms 

connoting local ‘nature’ [natur] and ‘environment’ [miljö] to ‘activities’ [aktivitet] and ‘pos-

sibilities’ [möjlighet] found in the Swedish ‘municipalities’ [kommun]. This semantic cluster 
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is articulated by the Swedish Outdoor Life [Svensk Friluftsliv], the Hunters’ Association [Jä-

gareförbundet], and the organization Rural Sweden [Hela Sverige], which promotes region-

ally inclusive sustainable development. As such, it resembles a Swedish version of the practi-

cal, outdoor living-based frame also encountered in the Norwegian space, although seemingly 

less directly linked here to the corona situation and attendant policies. Interestingly, the term 

‘forest’ [skog] is placed in-between this outdoor living- and the climate- and biodiversity 

clusters, likely signalling the twin significance of these landscapes in the Swedish NGO set-

ting. 

 These findings are all corroborated, finally, when looking at the ‘local’ map of explic-

itly corona-related co-articulations among the Swedish climate-active NGOs (figure 8). Here, 

we interpret the first axis as distinguishing global development-related positions (east) from 

local nature- and outdoor living-related positions (west) (‘crisis’ [kris] and ‘poverty’ [fat-

tigdom] versus ‘nature’ [natur] and ‘activity’ [aktivitet]). The second axis, in turn, distin-

guishes climate- and environment-related positions to the north (‘climate crisis’ [klimatkris], 

‘Paris Accord’ [parisavtal]) from social welfare-related positions to the south (‘child’ [barn], 

‘vulnerability’ [utsatthet]). 
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Figure 8: The ‘local’ socio-symbolic constellation of Swedish NGOs’ corona-related word 

use 

 

 By and large, the Swedish NGOs cluster as one would expect from the hashtag (figure 

7) and ‘global’ word analyses, thus again confirming a clear split between environment-, 

global development-, and outdoor-focused groups who all co-articulate their issues vis-à-vis 

the pandemic. In the environment cluster (north), it is worth noting that explicitly global cli-

mate-related terms dominate the inter-risk articulation work, to the detriment of those biodi-

versity concerns more visible in the hashtag map, but also to the detriment of the local anti-

oil refinery campaign. This suggests that, while this group of Swedish green NGOs in fact 

carry on a multi-pronged issue articulation strategy during the corona situation, they find 

global climate to be the more forthcoming frame for inter-articulation with the pandemic, es-

pecially on a prognostic level of trying to influence policy-making. This point can indirectly 
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be said to confirm the relevance of our global risk society theoretical framework, even as our 

comparisons also serves to productively complicate the picture.  

 

Discussion: what accounts for cross-national frame variations? 

In international comparative perspective, Denmark, Norway and Sweden all harbour rela-

tively ambitious environmental state regulations (Duit, 2016), as well as strong climate poli-

cies and active green civil societies, making them interesting for the present study. Neverthe-

less, and overall, we find similarities as well as significant differences and variations among 

the three Scandinavian inter-risk constellations of green NGOs. Most importantly, at the ag-

gregate level, we find a similar pattern across the three contexts: namely that for the NGOs, 

the pandemic represents both a distraction and a symbolic opportunity. As a distraction, the 

pandemic seemingly interferes with, without thereby derailing, longer standing and pre-co-

rona issue campaigns among green groups in all three countries, around such issues as oil ex-

traction and general calls for stronger climate-political action. As a symbolic opportunity, 

however, the focusing event of the corona pandemic also affords new avenues of lobbying 

and symbolic re-framing amidst a shifted public-political space.     

 The nature of symbolic (re-)appropriations around corona-climate linkages in the 

three countries likewise exhibit many similarities, but also variations, partly corresponding to 

and thus corroborating the relevance of Beck’s inter-risk categories. Most immediately, 

NGOs in all three countries engage in inter-risk lobbying vis-à-vis the state in terms of its po-

litical resources, whether to make the case for greening economic recovery packages for do-

mestic companies (Denmark and Norway) or to call on the state’s development policies to 

take climate responsibilities into account amidst a wider sustainability agenda (Sweden). 

Moreover, some NGOs engage in broader articulations that link the corona pandemic to a 
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sense of existential threat brought about by human-induced destruction of nature on a global 

scale. The fact that this latter articulation manifests much more strongly in Norway and Swe-

den than it does in Denmark is noteworthy and calls for attempts to interpret cross-country 

variations with a view to broader (green) political cultures (Jamison and Baark, 1999). We 

return to this point in more detail below.  

 Before proceeding with this, however, it bears noting that cross-country variation in-

ductively emerges along several other axes as well. This is true, notably, for questions of the 

actor compositions making up specific discourse coalitions (e.g., on biological diversity); the 

relative focus on targeting different geo-political scales(s) (e.g., more national in Denmark, 

more local and global in Sweden); and the salience with which green NGOs partake to wider 

corona-political conversations (less pronounced in Denmark, more pronounced in Norway 

and Sweden). Conversely, and unsurprisingly, few NGOs in either country focus explicitly on 

what Beck dubs the functional priorities of inter-risk debate, given the tacitly shared assump-

tion among these groups that climate change is ultimately the greater threat to societies and 

infrastructures. Still, the priority given in the Swedish NGO space to questions of global sus-

tainability in an encompassing sense still suggests a different set of functional priorities here, 

relative to Norwegian and Danish climate-active NGOs. 

 It is ultimately beyond the scope of our analysis to attempt to account exhaustively for 

such cross-country variations among Scandinavian societies otherwise tied together by shared 

historical legacies, welfare-based norms, inclusive-corporatist political cultures, and strong 

state commitment to environmental and climate policy. We do however want to suggest that 

viable interpretations should likely be sought in the varying meso-historical compositions of 

what the literature dubs green civil societies (Dryzek et al., 2003), as well as within differ-

ences in the immediate climate-political opportunity spaces faced by the NGOs at the time of 

pandemic emergence. As for the latter, it matters that corona in Denmark landed amid high-
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level negotiations over the country’s new climate law, whereas climate-political trajectories 

in Norway and Sweden were already routed, pre-corona, towards a major oil showdown and a 

reworking of global sustainability commitments, respectively. As for the former, the stronger 

presence of development-oriented NGOs in the Swedish green civil society, and the stronger 

emphasis on nature protection values in Norwegian green civil society, compared to the Dan-

ish, express path-dependent differences among these organizational and material-symbolic 

fields (see Gangaas et al., 2015). 

 In affirming such likely meso-historical interpretations, we should not forget, how-

ever, more immediate differences possibly pertaining to our primary source of data, that is, 

the use of Twitter for public-political debate. Here, previous comparative research point to 

many key similarities across the three countries (Moe and Larsson, 2013: 789), in that “Twit-

ter is used by a small minority of mostly savvy Scandinavian Internet users”, including politi-

cians, interest groups, and activists. Still, when located within wider media ecologies, politi-

cal communication on Twitter is shown to link more readily to a ‘grassroots’ sphere in the 

Danish setting, while it is tied more readily to a ‘professional’ sphere in the Swedish and 

Norwegian settings (Moe and Larsson, 2013: 790). Such differences resonate with our own 

netnographic observations, including around the more frequent use by Danish green NGOs of 

hashtags and tropes shared with younger, grassroots-based activists such as Fridays for Fu-

ture and Extinction Rebellion (groups otherwise more active on Instagram, according to our 

netnographic study). Also, according to our own preliminary exploration, a more systematic 

digital cross-platform analysis (Pearce et al., 2020) would add new layers to this analysis, 

with Facebook for instance used by green activists more readily than Twitter or Instagram for 

community-building closer to citizen life-worlds (see Blach-Ørsten et al., 2017). We leave 

this cross-platform point for follow-up research. 
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 In short, the similarities and differences that we observe in green NGO framing work 

around the climate-corona risk intersection pertain, we suggest, to a combination of available 

symbolic resources and priorities; wider political opportunities and cultures; and social media 

ecologies within which Twitter, as our main source of data, plays overlapping but subtly dif-

fering roles. Based on our explorative analysis, it remains hard to disentangle these various 

factors and influences and to assess their relative importance. We end by sketching some via-

ble avenues for further research, which might build on these insights. 

 

Conclusion: inter-risk framing contests in future research 

In this paper, we build on Ulrich Beck’s risk society thesis alongside existing work on focus-

ing events, advocacy groups, and framing contests to suggest inter-risk framing contests as a 

novel sociological research object for topical, theoretical, and methodological insight and de-

velopment. To this end, we deploy a mixed-method study of how green NGOs in Denmark, 

Norway, and Sweden have faced the 2020 corona pandemic as both a distraction and a win-

dow of opportunity for (re-)articulating their concerns with climate risks and environmental 

politics in general. Using Twitter social media data, complemented by online ethnographic 

observations, we join others in the search for appropriate techniques of quantitative text anal-

ysis that may facilitate exploratory pattern search across those contested socio-symbolic 

fields and constellations where inter-risk framing contests take shape. 

Scandinavian green NGOs, we show, have both prolonged and re-adjusted their exis-

tential and policy-oriented symbolic frames in the process, in ways reflecting also cultural-

political differences. We find that Danish NGOs only deploy inter-risk frames on a prognos-

tic level, seeing economic recovery as opportunity to push the green agenda. In Norway and 

in Sweden, inter-risks frame also operate on a diagnostic level establishing a causal-
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functional link between the corona pandemic and the different biodiversity and environmen-

tal crises. This core finding raises further comparative and theoretical questions. One key 

question concerns the discursive and political advantages of being able to establish inter-risk 

frames both on diagnostic and prognostic levels. In particular, does an active diagnostic 

frame guard against public critique of “crisis exploitations” that could otherwise be levelled 

at NGOs and make the green policy demands more weighty amongst policy insiders? 

 Follow-up research should seek, we venture, to build on these methods, findings, and 

suggestions in attempts to broaden and solidify the underlying research agenda in its various 

dimensions. Topically, scholars may want to study and compare the covid-19-situation to 

prior (and upcoming) instances of health pandemics at their intersection to other global risks, 

notably financial and environmental, to understand the shifting and presumably growing im-

portance of global health pandemics to public-political debates and priorities writ large 

(Lakoff, 2017). The lens of inter-risk framing contests helps focus this situation into a coher-

ent research agenda. In doing so, on the theoretical level, efforts should be extended to further 

solidify and eventually move beyond Beck’s preliminary distinction of the political, func-

tional, and existential dimensions of inter-risk competition for public-political attention and 

priority. One important way of doing so, arguably, will be to further theorize the temporal-

spatial dimensions of inter-risk framing contests, thereby expanding the comparative ambi-

tions beyond those presented by our own present-oriented, Scandinavian study.  

While acknowledging the apparent limitations in the use of Twitter data, the kinds of 

digital mixed methods deployed here holds great promise, we affirm, since they afford access 

to comparable data traces in geographically extensive and time-sensitive ways allowing both 

quantitative scope and qualitative depth. However, this methodological route ahead arguably 

also constitute the most challenging and most rewarding dimension of our study. Building on 

recent advances in semantic network analysis (Fuhse et al., 2020), we have suggested that a 
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concomitant move towards what some dub quali-quantitative methods (Blok and Pedersen, 

2014), reaching across former divides via new digital-computational alongside netnographic 

techniques, may well constitute the next frontier of sociological and wider social-science 

method development. Inter-risk framing contests, we contend, will constitute a suitably intri-

cate testing ground in years to come.  
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Notes  

 
1 Ulrich Beck’s (2015) most dedicated thoughts on this issue remain unpublished, subject to his premature death 
in 2015. 
2 Both of the figures presented here were located as part of an online ethnographic scouting (Kozinets, 2019), 
which we account for later in the text. 
3 The present analysis is part of a wider project in which we simultaneously deploy Facebook and Instagram as 
well as interview data. For present purposes, we draw on these sources as supplementary to the Twitter and 
netnographic data. 
4 While daily mentions of COVID-related terms is not commonplace before early-to-mid March, the first men-
tion by a Scandinavian NGO in our dataset is by Norwegian Red Cross on January 24. The period from January 
5 is chosen to ensure we capture all relevant Twitter activity. Also, the exact start and end dates were chosen so 
as to only analyse entire weeks. 
5  While our aim is not to compare pre- and early-pandemic periods, a brief check suggests that the number of 
monthly tweets from the NGOs does not change significantly with the onset of the pandemic. Compared to 
2019, the only thing standing out is a full 521 tweets from Friends of the Earth Norway in November 2019, 
where they intensively covered the climate lawsuit in the Norwegian Supreme Court (“klimasøksmålet”). Other 
than this, Twitter activity levels are relatively stable. 
6 The Norwegian NGOs as a whole are more active, tweeting 117 times on average in our study period (51 in 
Denmark, 61 in Sweden). Norwegian NGOs also have more followers on Twitter (particularly Civita, Zero, 
WWF and Red Cross, only matched by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation).  
7 That is, we remove words where the corresponding part-of-speech (POS) tag is neither NOUN, PROPN nor 
VERB. 
8 If an NGO use 1.000 word-tokens in total, and 10 of these are ’olie’ (‘oil’), the frequency of ‘olie’ is 1%. We 
experimented with various ways to define ‘rare’ terms. In light of the netnography, dropping words that appear 
less than 10 times for global word maps; less than 5 times for the local covid maps; and hashtags used by only 
one NGO, provided the most interpretable maps (for the introduction of ‘global’ and ‘local’ maps, see below). 
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9 We perform so-called singular value decomposition (SVD) to obtain the PCA. If the SVD decomposes the 
standardized term-frequency matrix as USV.T, where S is the diagonal matrix of singular values and V.T is the 
transpose of V, the scores are the columns of US, while the loadings are the columns of VS/sqrt(N-1), where N 
is the number of NGOs. We standardize scores by dividing the raw scores for each NGO with the largest abso-
lute score by any NGO for the corresponding dimension.   
10 As we set a lower limit for the number of times words have to appear to be included in the ‘local’ maps (five 
as opposed to ten for the global), the ‘local’ corona maps are based on more words than the ‘global’ maps.  
11 Ethical approvals for research projects by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) are not a standard requirement 
in the Danish academic research system. Hence this project has not received an IRB approval. 


